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3

CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES

3.1

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

Author:

Ainslee Hooper, Governance and Policy Advisor

Authoriser:

Lisa Baillie, People and Culture Group Manager

Attachments:

1.

UNCONFIRMED Minutes of Assets Committee Meeting, 2 July 2019
⇩

RECOMMENDATION
That the Assets Committee confirms the public minutes of its previous meeting held on 2 July
2019, as circulated, as a true and correct record of that meeting.
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4

DECISION REPORTS

4.1

PARKS MAINTENANCE CONTRACT

Author:

Erik van der Spek, Recreation Manager

Authoriser:

Neil Jorgensen, Assets Group Manager

RECOMMENDATION
That the Assets Committee recommends:
That Council approves a competitive open procurement process for the Parks Maintenance
Contract up to a value between $1.9 to $2.2 million per annum, for a contract of three years with
two rights of renewal of two years each for a potential contract term of seven years.

DECISION OBJECTIVE
1.
To ensure local government and council requirements are met for open and transparent
procurement.
2.

To seek Council approval of an expected price range.

SUMMARY
It is proposed that Council tender recreation maintenance services. An assessment of delivery
options against seven criteria has determined that open tendering of recreation maintenance is the
preferred option.
SUMMARY OF DECISION-MAKING CRITERIA
No/Moderate/Key

No/Moderate/Key

Policy/Plan

No

Environmental Considerations

No

Legal

Key

Cultural Considerations

No

Significance

No

Social Considerations

No

Financial Criteria

Key

Economic Considerations

No

Community Views

No

Community Board Views

No

Consultation

No

Publicity and Communication

No

BACKGROUND
Council has decided to tender its Parks Maintenance Contract with the new contract effective from
1 July 2020.
A Council workshop on levels of service agreed that the majority of service levels were adequate.
The exception was ‘Awamoa East’, for which Council requested an increase in service levels from
the current three to six mows a year to a regular mowing regime in line with other Parks. This has
been implemented as a variation to the existing contract and will be maintained to this level from
this point forward. Council also requested that officers seek feedback from the community on
mowing levels on Kakanui Esplanade. Submissions closed on 16 August. Twelve (12) of 18
responses (66.67%) want service levels to remain as they are.
Officers have reviewed the s17a review completed in 2015 that determined the best approach was
for Council to take the contract to the market. Officers believe that the drivers and risk appetite has
not changed in the interim four years and the resulting assessment of the options against the
Item 4.1
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criteria is unchanged. Therefore, open procurement of the maintenance services is the
recommended option. Government guidance and Council’s default position for procurement is for
an open tender process.
A review of the procurement plan from 2015 shows that Council expected a contract value of
approximately $2,000,000 per annum. The effective price was approximately $1,800,000 per
annum (including day works), a saving of $500,000 per annum.
As officers believe the current contract was under-priced by approximately $250,000, the expected
price range for tenders is $1,900,000 to $2,200,000 per annum.
A contract of three years with two rights of renewal of two years each for a potential contract term
of seven years is recommended, as this will enable a contractor to depreciate equipment over the
term of the contract and encourage competitive tenders.
Process from here:
Now – 15 August 2019
27 August 2019
15 August – 4 October 2019
4 November 2019 – 24 January 2020
25 January – 28 February 2020
29 February – 30 June 2020

Procurement plan development and review
Assets Committee Meeting agenda report
Procurement documentation / contract preparation
Tendering
Tender assessments and award
Lead-in

SUMMARY OF OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Option 1 – Competitive open tender (recommended)
Council and Government procurement policies require an open tender process.
Option 2 – Single negotiated contract.
Council is unable to demonstrate cost effectiveness of this option and it would not meet
Council procurement processes.
Option 3 – In-house delivery
An assessment of the drivers and risk determined this is not a desired option.
Option 4 – Hybrid – combination of in-house and contract services
A workshop with Councillors determined this was not a preferred option.
ASSESSMENT OF PREFERRED OPTION
Option 1 is the preferred option as it is required by Council and Government procurement policies.
Appendices
Appendix 1 – Additional decision-making considerations

Item 4.1
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APPENDIX 1 - ADDITIONAL DECISION-MAKING CONSIDERATIONS
The following matters have been considered in making the decisions.

Outcomes
The decision contributes to the following Council outcomes;
•

We keep our district affordable.

•

We provide and enable services and facilities so people want to stay and move here.

•

Enabling opportunities for new and existing businesses.

Legal
The purpose of the Local Government Act 2002 requires Councils to meet the current and future
needs of communities for good-quality local infrastructure, local public services and performance of
regulatory functions in a way that is most cost-effective for households and businesses.
Section 17 of the Local Government Amendment Act 2014 requires Councils to review the costeffectiveness of current arrangements for meeting the needs of communities within its district or
region for good quality local infrastructure, local public services, and performance of regulatory
functions.

Financial and Economic Considerations
Tender prices are likely to be higher than the current contract but lower than the previous contract.

Item 4.1
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RETIREMENT VILLAGE RESERVES - LEVEL OF SERVICE

Author:

Erik van der Spek, Recreation Manager

Authoriser:

Neil Jorgensen, Assets Group Manager

RECOMMENDATION
That the Assets Committee recommends:
That Council allows the Observatory Retirement Village to remove trees and landscape the reserve
to the west of the retirement village (Area 2) with Council to maintain the verge in front of the
retirement village entrance and the reserve around the observatory to the north of the retirement
village (Area 1) to Neighbourhood reserve standards.

DECISION OBJECTIVE
To seek a Council decision on tree removals and levels of service on Council reserves at Stoke
Street.
SUMMARY
It is proposed that the Assets Committee reviews the request from the retirement village and
determines what service levels Council would maintain on the adjacent reserves.
SUMMARY OF DECISION-MAKING CRITERIA
No/Moderate/Key

No/Moderate/Key

Policy/Plan

Key

Environmental Considerations

No

Legal

No

Cultural Considerations

No

Significance

No

Social Considerations

No

Financial Criteria

Moderate

Economic Considerations

No

Community Views

No

Community Board Views

No

Consultation

No

Publicity and Communication

No

BACKGROUND
Trustees of the Observatory Retirement Village (“the retirement village”) have written to Council
(Appendix 2) requesting:
That Council:
1.

Gives permission for the retirement village to remove the existing stand of gum trees
to the west of the village (Area 2 in Appendix 2) and landscapes Council land in
accordance with the landscape plan; and

2.

Maintains areas 1, 2, and 3 on the map in Appendix 2 to a higher service level.

Trees
The retirement village previously requested Council remove the gums at Council’s cost, as it
impacts on their desired view and leaf litter creates maintenance issues in the village. As none of
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the gums pose a safety risk, the request was declined in accordance with Council’s ‘Policy for
Council Trees 2014’. Councillors were advised of this at the time.
The retirement village has now requested permission to remove the gums and landscape the
reserve at its cost in accordance with Policy 6 of Council’s ‘Policy for Council Trees 2014’.
Policy 6 states:
Policy 6
Trees on Council administered land and reserves will only be pruned, removed or maintained
for private benefit (e.g. improving private views) when the following criteria have been met:
a. The removal will not result in adverse effects to the reserve; and/or
b. There are proven adverse health consequences e.g. allergy as a result of the presence of
the tree; and
c. The tree is not protected under the District Plan; and
d. The work is carried out by a suitably experienced person to accepted arboriculture
standards; and/or
e. A private individual is prepared to pay for any costs incurred in the maintenance work;
and/or
f. Council has deemed that the tree is inappropriate or is contributing to a loss of amenity for
adjacent neighbour/s.
The retirement village has provided a landscape plan and has undertaken to carry out work at its
cost. As the retirement village intends to replace the trees with others of similar scale and nature, it
is officers’ view that, in the long-term, the removal will not result in adverse effects on the reserve.
The trees are not listed in the district plan and work will be carried out by experience arborists. As
such, it is officers’ view that the request meets the provisions of Policy 6 and that allowing removal
of the trees is acceptable.

Landscape plan and works to be completed by the retirement village
Item 4.2
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Maintenance
Prior to the sale of land to the retirement village, these areas were grazed. Current maintenance
comprises the retirement village maintaining the verge to the west and Council maintaining the
reserve to the north (around the observatory) to a Neighbourhood standard. (Part of the area to the
north was previously used as part of the retirement village construction and has recently been
returned to Council for maintenance.)
Officers consider maintaining the verge to the west of the retirement village and the reserve around
the observatory to neighbourhood reserve standards is consistent with the nature of the reserves
and consistent with other locations in the district. Officers consider a higher service level such as
that of the Oamaru Public Gardens or Jones Park is unnecessary in these locations.
It is officers’ view that invasive weed control and reactive maintenance as necessary to manage
fire danger in the remaining areas is sufficient, as these areas would be difficult to maintain with
typical mowing equipment. This is also consistent with reserves of a similar nature and a higher
maintenance standard does not benefit the general ratepayer.

SUMMARY OF OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Option 1 – (Recommended) Allow the retirement village to remove trees on condition that it
landscapes the site in accordance with the landscape plan, with Council maintaining
the observatory reserve to the north (Area 1) and the verge to the west (Area 2) of the
retirement village to Neighbourhood reserve standards.
Option 2 – Allow the retirement village to remove trees on condition that it landscapes the site in
accordance with the landscape plan, with Council maintaining Area 1 and 2 to a high
standard similar to Jones Park and the Oamaru Public Gardens.
Option 3 – Status Quo. Council declines to allow the trees to be removed.

ASSESSMENT OF PREFERRED OPTION
Option 1 is the preferred option as it is consistent with Council’s policies and service levels in
similar reserves.
Appendices
Appendix 1 – Additional decision-making considerations
Appendix 2 – Request for Tree Removal and Changes to Level of Service
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APPENDIX 1 - ADDITIONAL DECISION-MAKING CONSIDERATIONS
The following matters have been considered in making the decisions.
Outcomes
The decision contributes to the following Council outcomes;
•

We keep our district affordable.

•

We provide and enable services and facilities so people want to stay and move here.

Policy and Plan Considerations
Proposed removal of trees is consistent with Council’s District Plan and Reserves Management
Plan. An increase in service level to a level comparable with the Oamaru Public Gardens or Jones
Park is inconsistent with the type of reserve outlined in the Reserves Management Plan.

Financial Considerations
An increase in service levels will result in higher costs to ratepayers

Item 4.2
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Appendix 2 – Request for Tree Removal and Changes to Level of Service
Hi Erik,
Just in response to our recent email correspondence, I confirm the following:1. Stoke Street Tree Removal: as advised, Observatory Village Lifecare Ltd have confirmed
that they will cover all costs associated with the removal and disposal of the existing
Eucalyptus trees and the designed landscaping reinstatement works.
1.
2. Surrounding Properties Grass Maintenance: as we discussed on-site, with the
development of the Observatory Retirement Village on the Stoke Street reserve, it is
apparent that the current level of maintenance to the grassed areas to the perimeter,
adjoining and surrounding properties requires some review. As you will appreciate this
development is now a Residential home for in excess of 150 North Otago elderly persons
and the need to provide them with a well maintained property and aspect is very important
to the O.R.V Management, Directors and Trustees. I have attached a marked-up Site Plan,
highlighting three areas that we would like to resolve an improved maintenance level for –
currently these are being maintained by Council to varying levels:2.
a. Area 1: this is the Stoke Street reserve area that sits in front of the Stage 2 and 3
Care Wings, and this currently mown to the 60mm standard – this area sits at the
main entry to the Retirement Village and is the visible aspect for some twenty plus
Care Room Residents and one of the Community Lounges and so the O.R.V
Directors would like to request an improved maintenance level standard to ensure
that visitors and residents (and users of the “Skyline Walkway”) are provided with
an improved, tidy and well maintained reserve area.
3.
b. Area 2: this is the grass berm along the North side of Stoke Street and the reserve
area at the entrance to the “Skyline Walkway”. As above this area sits at the main
entry to the Retirement Village and is the visible aspect for some twenty plus Care
Room Residents and so the O.R.V Directors would like to request an improved
maintenance level standard to ensure that visitors and residents (and users of the
“Skyline Walkway”) are provided with a tidy and well maintained reserve area.
4.
c. Area 3: this is the parcel of Crown Reserve land (that I understand the Waitaki
District Council manages on behalf of the Department of Conservation) that sits
South East of the Stage 2 and 3 Apartment Block – currently this is effectively a
paddock that is not grazed and is infested with gorse. Given this sits in the easterly
aspect of the Apartment Residents the O.R.V Directors would like to request an
improved maintenance level standard to ensure the gorse in this paddock is
controlled and the grass level maintained to mitigate vista impact and fire risk.
5.
Observatory Village Lifecare Ltd are now a major rate payer (I understand the second biggest in
town) and they have developed a facility that provides a home for many North Otago elderly, as
well as employing a significant number of locals. This development is community owned and is
something that as a community we should be incredibly proud of and the O.R.V Directors are
seeking some assistance from Council to improve the maintenance levels to the grassed areas and
properties (owned by Council) around the perimeter of the Village, so that we maintain a facility to
a high standard for all of the community.
I am happy to discuss the above further if required and I look forward to working with you to
mutually resolve a solution that meets all parties expectations and provides a maintenance
standard that is appropriate for this development and site.
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If you have any queries or if you require any further information with respect to the above or
enclosed, please don’t hesitate to contact me. I look forward to hearing from you in response to
the above in due course.

Regards
Michael Forgie
Forgie Hollows & Associates (Oamaru) Ltd
22 Wharfe Street
Oamaru 9400
Ph. (03) 434.7681
Cell Ph. 0274.350.805
Email: maforgie@xtra.co.nz
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CAMPBELL'S BAY AND MOERAKI TOILET LOCATIONS

Author:

Erik van der Spek, Recreation Manager

Authoriser:

Neil Jorgensen, Assets Group Manager

RECOMMENDATION
That the Assets Committee recommends:
That Council:
1.

Approves the existing site as the location for replacement toilet and shower facilities at
Campbell’s Bay.

2.

Approves a new site by the carpark at Moeraki Beach Reserve as the location for a
replacement toilet facility in Moeraki.

DECISION OBJECTIVE
To determine the sites for replacement toilets at Campbell’s Bay and Moeraki.

SUMMARY
It is proposed that the Assets Committee considers community feedback and recommends
preferred sites to Council.

SUMMARY OF DECISION-MAKING CRITERIA

No/Moderate/Key
Policy/Plan

Moderate

No/Moderate/Key
Environmental Considerations

No

Legal

No

Cultural Considerations

No

Significance

No

Social Considerations

No

Financial Criteria

Key

Economic Considerations

No

Community Views

Key

Community Board Views

No

Consultation

Key

Publicity and Communication

No

BACKGROUND
In the ‘Plan for Public Toilet and Dump Stations 2018-2028’, Council planned to replace the toilets
at Campbell’s Bay and Moeraki Boulders in 2019/2020. Council successfully applied to the Ministry
of Business, Innovation and Employment’s (MBIE) round 3 of the Tourism Infrastructure Fund (TIF)
for $300,000 support to replace these toilets.
Council sought the views of the Kakanui and Moeraki communities on location of the facilities. The
survey results are provided on the next page.
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Campbell’s Bay survey results
Campbell's Bay public toilet response
Option 1 - Same location

Option 2 - West of existing toilets
Option 3 - Centre of carpark
Option 4 - East of carpark
0

10

20

30

Option 1 – At the same location as the existing toilets
Option 2 – On top of the bank, west of the existing toilets
Option 3 – Approx. in the centre of the carpark
Option 4 – East of the carpark
TOTAL

40

50

60

70

RESPONSES %
79.10%
11.94%
5.97%
2.99%

80

90

Number
53
8
4
2
67

The Kakanui community showed a clear preference for replacement toilets on the same site.
Some stated that they would like the current facility refurbished. Officers had previously had an
engineer assess the feasibility of this option, which determined it was not practical. Other
comments included the need for changing rooms and showers which are included in the project
scope.
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Moeraki Survey results
Moeraki public toilet response
Option 1 - Same location
Option 2 - Carpark
0

10

20

30

40

Option 1 – At the same location as the existing toilets
Option 2 – On top of the bank, west of the existing toilets
TOTAL

50

60

70

80

RESPONSES %
11.76%
88.24%

90

100

Number
2
15
17

The Moeraki community showed a clear preference for replacement toilets on a new site closer to
the carpark.
Budgets
Use of the preferred Kakanui site comes at a higher cost due to additional complexity in accessing
it and the requirement in the building code for an accessible path. Officers believe they can
complete both projects within the total project budget of $640,000.
Style
A three-pan unisex-style facility similar to that used successfully in Otematata was proposed in the
consultation. This appears to have met general acceptance. The exterior can be painted or
overlaid with cladding. It is intended to run a competition with the community during the
construction period for ideas on how it should be ‘enhanced’.
Compliance
Both facilities are located in a significant coastal landscape and resource consent is required.
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SUMMARY OF OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Option 1 – (Preferred Option) Replacement facilities on sites recommended by the Community.
This creates added complexity and cost for the Campbell’s Bay site due to accessibility
requirements, but officers believe this can be managed.
Option 2 – Replacement facilities on one of the other sites consulted on. This is likely to result in
community concern.
Option 3 – No replacement. Both existing facilities are basic and do not meet current standards.
The existing Moeraki toilets are subsiding on one corner with cracking evident and, with expected
continued land movement, they will require replacement in the near future.

ASSESSMENT OF PREFERRED OPTION
Option 1 is the preferred option as these are the sites preferred by the respective community and
can be completed within the allocated budgets (albeit with additional complexity for the Campbell’s
Bay facility).
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APPENDIX 1 - ADDITIONAL DECISION-MAKING CONSIDERATIONS
The following matters have been considered in making the decisions.
Outcomes
The object of this decision meets the following community outcomes;
1.

‘We provide and enable services and facilities so people want to stay and move here’.

2.

Waitaki’s distinctive environment is valued and protected’.

Policy and Plan Considerations
The preferred sites are located within a Significant Coastal Landscape overlay in the District Plan
and will require Resource Consent.
Environmental Considerations
Replacing the existing facilities will help to minimise the effect of tourism on the local environment.
Publicity and Communication Considerations
It is recommended that Council’s decision is reported in an issue of the ‘Link’.
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LAKE OHAU WATER SUPPLY UPGRADE

Author:

Michael Goldingham, Project Management Engineer

Authoriser:

Neil Jorgensen, Assets Group Manager

Attachments:

1.

Lake Ohau Water Supply Upgrade - Consideration of Design
Options ⇩

RECOMMENDATION
That the Assets Committee recommends:
That Council:
1.

Approves the transition of the Lake Ohau Alpine Village Water Supply to an entirely ondemand supply as part of the drinking water supply upgrade and for the upgrade to be
designed accordingly to deliver this level of service;

2.

Approves capacity for chlorination to be incorporated into the upgrade design and
construction, noting that chlorination will not be activated until Council or another authorised
party lawfully instructs this to occur;

3.

Approves Option 1 of this report (sourcing and treating groundwater located adjacent to Lake
Ohau Road and pumping this into the reticulation system using pressure-controlled pumps)
as the preferred upgrade option including prior exploration of groundwater adjacent to Lake
Ohau Road to confirm its suitability as the preferred drinking water source for Lake Ohau
Alpine Village;

4.

Considers options for the funding of the upgrade project in a future report;

5.

Formally thanks the Lake Ohau Alpine Village Residents and Ratepayers Association and
community Task Force for their assistance with and contribution to this project;

6.

Concludes formal engagement with the Lake Ohau Alpine Village Residents and Ratepayers
Association and community Task Force on the upgrade project beyond the level of general
project updates;

7.

Undertakes informal engagement with the Lake Ohau Alpine Village Residents and
Ratepayers Association on matters relating to the visual impact of constructed works, as
required and deemed appropriate by Council officers, prior to and during the upgrade
construction phase.

DECISION OBJECTIVE
The objective of the decision is to agree service levels for, and enable the progression of, the Lake
Ohau Alpine Village Water Supply upgrade to meet the requirements of the Health Act and its
amendments.
SUMMARY
The Lake Ohau Alpine Village Water Supply is a public drinking water supply wholly owned by
Council. In its current form, the supply fails to meet the requirements of the Health Act and its
amendments, or the New Zealand Drinking-Water Standards. The water is entirely untreated and
is at no time considered safe to drink without boiling.
Although the rate charge is identical for all consumers connected to the village’s water supply,
some receive a restricted flow supply, while others receive an on-demand supply. This is
considered by officers to be inequitable.
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The supply must be upgraded to reduce and manage the risk to public health, and to meet the
Health Act requirements. Addressing inequitability can be achieved in conjunction with the upgrade
process.
Upgrading works are scheduled for the 2020/21 financial year and, while this is nearly a decade
later than initially envisioned, this will satisfy Council’s 2008 resolution to upgrade the supply to
meet the Drinking Water Standards.
An extensive engagement process with the local community and stakeholders has been
completed. The key issues raised during this process related to service level, risk, water source
and the aesthetic impact of built infrastructure.
The Lake Ohau Water Supply Upgrade report should be read in conjunction with this report.
SUMMARY OF DECISION-MAKING CRITERIA
No/Moderate/Key

No/Moderate/Key

Policy/Plan

Key

Environmental Considerations

Key

Legal

Key

Cultural Considerations

No
No

Significance

Moderate

Social Considerations

Financial Criteria

Moderate

Economic Considerations

Moderate

Community Views

Moderate

Community Board Views

Moderate

Consultation

Moderate

Publicity and Communication

Moderate

BACKGROUND
Current Water Source and Quality
The Lake Ohau Alpine Village (“the village”) water supply upgrade is required to protect public
health and meet legislative requirements, and therefore is a high priority project for the 3 Waters
and Waste unit. Given the level of risk, upgrading this supply is now considered to be a matter of
some urgency.
The extensive contamination event in Havelock North – resulting in four fatalities, permanent harm
to around a dozen people, and illness for more than 5,000 people – has raised the profile of
drinking water quality and reinforced the importance of ensuring safe supply of drinking water
across New Zealand. Future failures placing the community at risk are unlikely to be accepted by
regulators or the community at large.
The village water supply was constructed around 1981 to support the development of a 136-lot
subdivision. Currently, around half of these lots have been built on, primarily as holiday homes.
The supply is a registered drinking water supply, wholly owned by Council. It is currently ungraded
and falls below the population threshold for Ministry of Health reporting.
The village water supply is untreated and sources water from an unnamed minor tributary of Lake
Ohau. The yield and water quality from this source vary, and the supply does not meet the
requirements of the Health Act and its amendments, or the New Zealand Drinking Water
Standards. At no time is the water considered safe to drink and the supply is subject to a
permanent boil water requirement.
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Current Service Levels
The village water supply was established as a restricted flow supply where the design flow to each
lot was a set volume of 455L/day. Over time the supply has morphed into a hybrid combination of
restricted flow at 600L/day and on-demand supply. This results in varying levels of service to
consumers – it is estimated that around half of the connected consumers receive an on-demand
supply. Consumers pay the same rate irrespective of service received and this inequity is
becoming increasingly problematic. About half of the available sections have been built on as of
2019.
Progressing the Upgrade Process
The Oamaru Water Supply was upgraded to meet the Drinking Water Standards in 2008. In the
2009-19 Long Term Plan, Council confirmed it would upgrade other supplies in the district,
including the Lake Ohau Village’s, in order to meet the New Zealand Drinking Water Standards
and ensure compliance with the Health Act and its amendments.
The village supply upgrade is now overdue and has been deemed a high priority, with the
construction works now planned for the 2020/21 financial year.
A comprehensive stakeholder engagement plan and engagement process has been undertaken as
part of the upgrade planning process. Engagement focused on gaining views via a survey on
whether the supply should be on-demand, and whether the supply remain unchlorinated.
The project costs to date are at $140,000, with $80,000 spent in the past seven months.
There was clear consumer support for an on-demand (with 69% support indicated) and unchlorinated (with 82% support indicated) supply.
Overall, the cost to the community is less to develop the village supply as on-demand system.
Chlorination is not currently mandatory, although it is very likely that this will change as the
Government completes the Havelock North Water Inquiry. It is considered prudent to design for
the installation of chlorine, whether or not chlorination is actually commissioned.
Stakeholders were encouraged to provide feedback on matters of high importance to them and
clear themes emerged, including impact on the visual amenity of the area, need to upgrade,
preferred source water, and potential alternative “household”-based treatment options.
Multiple design solutions were developed considering different sources of water and forms of
supply. A sub-set of four options was subjected to detailed consideration by Council officers,
design consultants and representatives of the Community Task Force.
There has been considerable feedback and consultation with the community. This information has
been uploaded and is available through Council’s website (click here).
The main issues in feedback from some members of the community can be summarised as:
The quality of the current water source:
Members of the community believe that it is clean and pristine, but testing data shows it is
not. There is historical data to show that it is contaminated and has been for many years
(only five (5) samples out of 25 met bacterial criteria around 1991 to 1994) and requires
treatment. That is why there is a permanent boil water notice in place.
The quantity of the water source:
The water supply was designed for 455 L/day per property and it has had reduced flow
during dry periods (refer to “consideration of design footnote source August 2019” document
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on the website). Half of the properties still need to be developed with houses on their
sections, and that will increase the risk of not being able to supply water.
A bore system would be unsightly, and the sewerage pond is too close to it:
The location of the treatment plant has been moved to a more discrete location and
infrastructure will be screened. The location of the bores is not affected by the location of the
sewerage pond.
SUMMARY OF OPTIONS CONSIDERED
A summary assessment of the most viable upgrade options considered is included below. A
detailed assessment of all options considered, including the preferred option, is attached
(Attachment 1 – Consideration of Design Options).
In summary, all options are likely to cost around the same – between $1m to $1.6m – with the
exception of the two-stage option.
OPTION 1 – Lake Ohau Groundwater (recommended)
This option is referred to as “Option 2revA” in the design reports.
It involves sourcing and treating of groundwater adjacent to Lake Ohau Road. The abstracted
groundwater would be treated and pumped to the reticulation system by pressure-controlled
pumps. No reservoir in the traditional sense would be required.
This option has the highest likelihood of sourcing the required volume and quality groundwater but
it is located in a more visually-sensitive location.
Estimated Capital and NPV costs for this option are $1.2m and $1.6m respectively.
OPTION 2 – Behind Village Groundwater
This option is referred to as “Option 8” in the design reports.
It is conceptually identical to Option 1 but sources the water from behind (south-west) of the
village.
The abstracted groundwater would be treated and pumped to the reticulation system by pressurecontrolled pumps. No reservoir in the traditional sense would be required.
The likelihood of sourcing the required volume and quality of groundwater in this vicinity is lower
than Option 1, although the visual impact is substantially reduced.
Estimated Capital and NPV costs are $1.1m and $1.5m respectively.
OPTION 3 – Selected abstraction of existing surface water prior to the staged development
of Option 2
This option is referred to as “Option 9.1 and 9.2” in the design reports.
It comprises two stages: Stage 1 is the harvesting and storing of the current source water (when of
treatable quality) prior to treating and pumping to the network; and Stage 2 involves the
development of groundwater from behind (south-west) of the village to supplement the existing
source.
Estimated Capital and NPV costs for Stage 1 are $0.8m and $1.6m respectively.
Estimated Capital and NPV costs for Stage 2 are $1.0m and $1.5m respectively.
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OPTION 4 – Above Village Groundwater with treated water reservoir
This option is referred to as “Option 6” in the design reports.
It was initially offered by the landowner upon whose property the current source is located but has
since been rescinded.
This option is not considered further.
ASSESSMENT OF PREFERRED OPTION
Option 1, being Lake Ohau groundwater, is the preferred option. The likelihood of successfully
sourcing the required volume and quality of source water is highest in this location. Access and
construction constraints are minimised, and visual impact can be mitigated by sympathetic design
and careful siting.
This was the highest performing option in the option evaluation and allows the abandonment of
high-value, aged infrastructure, will free-up renewal funding and reduce rates impact.
CONCLUSION
Option 1 is the preferred option because it provides the best outcomes overall in terms of risk,
performance and cost. Other options carry increased cost and risk in relation to securing sufficient
volume and quality of water. This outweighs the benefits of being able to more easily reduce the
visual impact.
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SALE OF ENDOWMENT LAND

Author:

Rachel McNeill, Property Officer

Authoriser:

Neil Jorgensen, Assets Group Manager

RECOMMENDATION
That the Assets Committee recommends:
That Council approves the sale of the fee simple estate in Oamaru Endowment (residential) land at
31 Test Street, Oamaru (Lot 1 DP12820 Block XIII Town of Oamaru) to the current lessee, subject
to financial criteria being met.

DECISION OBJECTIVE
To consider selling a piece of endowment land, with the proceeds from the sale then available for
other Oamaru Endowment purposes.
SUMMARY
It is proposed that the Assets Committee recommends that Council considers the sale of the fee
simple estate in Oamaru Endowment land at 31 Test Street, Oamaru to the current lessee.
SUMMARY OF DECISION-MAKING CRITERIA
No/Moderate/Key
Policy/Plan
No
Environmental Considerations
Legal
Significance
Financial Criteria
Community Views
Consultation

Key
No
Key
No
No

Cultural Considerations
Social Considerations
Economic Considerations
Community Board Views
Publicity and Communication

No/Moderate/Key
No
No
No
No
No
No

BACKGROUND
The leaseholder wishes to purchase the fee simple estate in the Oamaru Endowment land at 31
Test Street, Oamaru.
Council has powers to sell or exchange endowment land, subject to “the proposed use of the
proceeds of sale of the property, or of the property received in exchange, is consistent with the
purpose of the endowment”.
This report is to consider the sale, subject to the financial criteria being on acceptable terms to
Council.
The commercially sensitive information, including the financial and lease details, will be deliberated
in a separate report to the Public Excluded session of this Assets Committee Meeting (refer to
Public Excluded Agenda Item – Sale of Endowment Land PE).
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SUMMARY OF OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Option 1 – Sell at not less than registered valuation subject to financial criteria being met
(recommended)
This option means that in principle Council will sell the land to the current lessee. The proposed
financial criteria are contained in a separate public excluded report to this meeting, in order to
protect the commercial sensitivity ahead of any land sale negotiations.
Option 2 – Do not sell
This option means that Council does not wish to sell the land at this time.
ASSESSMENT OF PREFERRED OPTION
Option 1 is the preferred option.
The land is not of strategic value to Council. Selling the land will mean that funds from the sale will
be added to the Oamaru Endowment fund which is then available for other purposes.

Appendices
Appendix 1 – Additional Decision Making Considerations
Appendix 2 – Photographs of 31 Test Street
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APPENDIX 1 - ADDITIONAL DECISION-MAKING CONSIDERATIONS
The following matters have been considered in making the decisions.
Outcomes
The decision contributed to the following Council outcomes;
• We keep our district affordable
• We understand the diverse needs of our community.
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Appendix 2 – Photographs of 31 Test Street
31 Test Street, Oamaru – Land Parcel Map

31 Test Street, Oamaru – Street View
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5

MEMORANDUM REPORTS

5.1

ASSETS GROUP ACTIVITY REPORT

Author:

Unit Managers

Authoriser:

Neil Jorgensen, Assets Group Manager

RECOMMENDATION
That the Assets Committee receives and notes the information.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this memorandum is to inform the Assets Committee about strategic matters and
outcomes.
ASSETS GROUP FOCUS AREAS

Water Services and Waste
Maintaining or improving service levels
Customer Service
From 1 July 2019, 254 CRMs had been resolved by officers and SouthRoads, with 94% being
resolved within the required timeframes.
Water
Additional membranes for the filtration cells at the Oamaru Water Treatment Plant are scheduled to
arrive in September. These will help improve treatment capacity while recent issues with
membrane fouling are being addressed and will also increase long-term treatment capacity.
Advertising for a 3 Waters GIS Analyst closed on 16 August. Applications were received from
several experienced applicants with local government GIS backgrounds. This role will make an
important contribution to effective asset management planning for 3 Waters.
The contract for renewing and upgrading several Oamaru Water Supply water mains over the next
four years was recently tendered. This was awarded to SouthRoads and work will commence in
September. This work will improve the network’s resilience and reduce supply interruptions.
Protecting people, places and the environment
Water
An upgrade options report on the Lake Ohau Alpine Village Water Supply has been prepared for
the Assets Committee. This follows a workshop held with the Committee earlier this month and
extensive engagement with community representatives on all possible upgrade solutions. This
project is to ensure supply of safe drinking water and compliance with the Health Act and is a
priority for the team.
Officers will be working with Corriedale Water Management Limited to develop Water Safety Plans
for the four water supplies, as none of the supplies have approved plans. Public Health South has
issued a letter to Council (as owner of the supplies) requiring Water Safety Plans to be developed.
A Water Safety Plan for Tokarahi is the highest priority due to supply serving a population greater
than 500 people. This is required to be submitted to Public Health South by 31 October 2019.
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The team completed the Annual Drinking Water Compliance Survey earlier this month.
Preliminary feedback from the Drinking Water Assessor indicates most supplies had bacterial
compliance. Indications of protozoal non-compliance on some small supplies were expected as
these are awaiting upgrades to meet the Drinking Water Standards.
Supplier: Waitaki District Council
Awamoko

Failed Health Act

Failed Standards

Population: 399

The water supply uses surface water and is chlorinated.
Awamoko failed to comply with the Health Act section 69ZF: remedial actions (action taken was inadequate).
Awamoko met the chemical Standards, but failed the bacteriological Standards for the whole supply (remedial actions) and the
protozoal Standards for the whole supply (Comply not attempted).

Kauru Hill

Failed Health Act

Failed Standards

Population: 197

The water supply uses surface water and is chlorinated. Temporary boil water notice issued.
Kauru Hill failed to comply with the Health Act section 69S: adequate provision.
Kauru Hill met the bacteriological and chemical Standards, but failed the protozoal Standards for the whole supply (Comply not
attempted).

Kurow

Complied Health Act

Met Standards

Population: 330

Met Standards

Population: 778

Met Standards

Population: 15,561

The water supply uses groundwater and is chlorinated and treated by UV.

Lower Waitaki, Rural

Complied Health Act

The water supply uses groundwater and is chlorinated and treated by UV.

Oamaru

Complied Health Act

The water supply uses surface water and is chlorinated and treated with ozone.

Omarama

Complied Health Act

Failed Standards

Population: 270

The water supply uses groundwater and is chlorinated.
Omarama met the bacteriological and chemical Standards, but failed the protozoal Standards for the whole supply (Comply not
attempted).

Otematata

Complied Health Act

Failed Standards

Population: 195

The water supply uses groundwater and is chlorinated and treated by UV.
Otematata met the bacteriological and chemical Standards, but failed the protozoal Standards for the whole supply (Turbidity
levels).

Tokarahi/Livingstone

Failed Health Act

Failed Standards

Population: 573

The water supply uses surface water and is chlorinated.
Tokarahi/Livingstone failed to comply with the Health Act section 69Z: Water Safety Plan (draft plan only).
Tokarahi/Livingstone met the bacteriological and chemical Standards, but failed the protozoal Standards for the whole supply
(Comply not attempted).

Waihemo

Complied Health Act

Met Standards

Population: 1,357

The water supply uses groundwater and is chlorinated and treated by UV.

Windsor

Failed Health Act

Failed Standards

Population: 137

The water supply uses surface water and is chlorinated.
Windsor failed to comply with the Health Act section 69S: adequate provision.
Windsor met the bacteriological and chemical Standards, but failed the protozoal Standards for the whole supply (Comply not
attempted).

Wastewater
The Omarama wastewater disposal upgrade is progressing. The works to install the new disposal
field were tendered and awarded to Specialised Services and have commenced. Tendering has
commenced for the next phase of work to build the infrastructure from the treatment plant to the
disposal field. This upgrade will ensure compliance with more stringent resource consent
requirements.
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Supporting economic development and growth
Water and Wastewater
Work has recommenced on capacity studies for Oamaru’s water and wastewater. This will inform
asset management and planning for upgrades to ensure there is capacity to support and promote
growth over the long term.

Community Outcome Focus
‘We maintain the safest community we can’
Regulator and Health Act Compliance
The Government recently announced the establishment of a new regulator which will focus on
improving compliance with legislative requirements across New Zealand’s 3 Waters activities.
Further announcements are expected soon on who will act as the regulator. In addition, changes to
the Health Act regarding drinking water compliance have come into effect. These changes will have
implications for all 3 Waters service providers.
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Roading
Maintaining or improving service levels
Customer Service
June was the quietist month officers have seen for some time, with only 40 CRMs recorded to
SouthRoads. Alternatively, due to some rain in July, a slight increase was experienced. Some rural
landowners continue to create a hazard by leaving mud on the roads.
Maintenance Contract
The maintenance contract successfully met its budget requirements to the end of June. This was a
great result considering the impact the November rain event had on the programme and the lack of
resources and skilled staff across the industry.
During July, the maintenance construction crew is focusing on low shoulder works and has
completed McPherson, Ferry and Coal Pit Roads. Other works completed include the installation of
a lane-separating island and pedestrian refuge in Wear Street to increase pedestrian safety and
separate traffic; milling on Main Street Weston, which removed several trench lines creating a noise
nuisance to residents; the approaches to the Weston bridge to smooth the transition; and to
Steward Street, to repair surface defects. The team is investigating a different colour scheme for
refuges in more historic areas and the Oamaru town centre.
Forward works programmed include installing 26 Heritage bollards along Tyne Street. Locations
include the corner of Itchen and Tyne Streets, outside the Criterion Hotel, and on each corner at
the Tyne / Wansbeck Street roundabout. This is the combining of three bollard projects, the new
roundabout, outside the Criterion and a resolution into safety concern regarding the bell locations.
The bulk order has meant a saving of $300 per bollard. A new footpath is to be constructed behind
the recently installed rail crossing bells at the Tyne / Itchen Streets corner. The installation of these
signals created a hazard for users of the footpath, but discussions with the Oamaru Rail and Steam
Society have resulted in agreement to cross the rails towards Humber Street. All this work is able
to be funded through the minor improvement budget as safety improvements and will attract a
New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) contribution.
Lichen is again finding the weather conditions to its liking, resulting in increased growth in shaded
areas of roads and footpaths. The conditions to control lichen need to be right and, with those
conditions in place now, our contractor is out treating the footpath network. A programme to treat
the sealed carriageways is being prepared and will be exercised at the next opportunity when
conditions allow.
Projects
The joint funded work to seal Tutu Hill Road from Parsons Road to the new development of the
Pukeko subdivision has been completed. The developers contributed $33k, with Council funding
the remaining $66k of the seal cost. Other works were also completed in the area. This resulted in
a road seal width of six metres from Parsons Road to the existing seal extension, new drainage,
and filling of the dip prior to Parsons Road.
Two Low Cost Low Risk projects have gone out to tender. The projects are seal widening of
Weston Ngapara Road between Battersby and Finlays Roads (estimated to cost $620,000) and
Island Cliff Road at the start and towards Grants Road (estimated to cost $750,000). Tenders are
due to close in late August / early September. The Low Cost Low Risk budget for the 2019-20
period is $1.9m and is a mix of seal widening, bridge component renewals, tractions seals and
other approved minor safety works.
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Two Lake Ohau bridges are to be upgraded this season, one at the Maitland Stream and one at
Temple Stream. There are special conditions attached to consents from ECAN which include
protection of nesting birds, relocation and management of indigenous geckos (lizards), and limits to
any work on the site to 16 weeks. The tender is expected to be released in August, with work to
begin in December.
The Footpath renewal contract has been released for tender. This contract period has been
changed from annual, to a three-year contract. This will allow the successful contractor a larger
window to complete the tasks in each year, but also adds a guarantee of work for three years
allowing for investment into plant and upskilling of staff to complete the task. The estimate for the
contract is $1.2m for the three years and is co-funded by the NZTA.
Protecting people, places and the environment
Flume socks have been added to six culverts on Beach Road between the golf course and
Awamoa Central Road. The culverts were contributing to localised erosion of the cliff face.
Placement of the socks, which extend the outlets down to the beach, will eliminate flow across the
ground and any continued erosion.
The annual bridge report has been received and includes a list of maintenance works to attend to
in this next year around bridges and bridge culverts. Works include minor repairs, relining of large
culverts, and rip rap protection.
The iron bridge on Bridge Street (Maheno) has been removed from the HMPV approved route due
to deterioration. The bridge is one of two sections (the other section is on Kauru Road) of an old
State Highway structure which was moved to this location when the State Highway bridge was
replaced at Maheno. The structure is steel (iron), with the main components bolted together.
Crossing larger vehicles across this structure puts stress on the bolts and causes them to slacken
off, which in turn puts stress on other components. A plan to improve the structure will be created.
Meanwhile, the alternative route to Kakanui Valley Road is via Roundhill and Gemmels Crossing
Roads.
Supporting economic development and growth
The Roading team has met with the Holmes Hill Estate developers regarding their proposed
subdivision consent application. The developer agreed to changes requested as they relate to
vehicle access ways and how to access the site during construction (reducing any effect on
Glendale Crescent). The developer is proposing concrete footpaths and vehicle access ways.
There will be a grass berm each side of the footpath. Other information required to be supplied by
the developer is a stormwater management plan, which will assess the impact of stormwater run-off
to Glendale Crescent and the waterway which feeds the Awamoa Creek and floods Stonewall
Road. This information is to be available before the next stage of the consent process and will
inform and direct further consent requirements. Management of stormwater discharge is an
improvement focus to mitigate environmental impacts of development.

Community Outcome Focus
‘We maintain the safest Community we can’
Road Safety Auditor Elton Crane teamed up with Opus to complete Project Safety Audits on road
projects completed during the past four years. Twelve (12) sites required audits and visits were
completed during June. Reports with recommendations have now been received and are being
reviewed. Safety audits are an NZTA requirement of major road projects.
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Property
Maintaining or improving service levels
Customer Service
As of 14 August 2019, 25 CRMs had been resolved by officers, with 100% being resolved within
the required timeframes.
Community Housing
Community housing upgrades are underway at Usk Street, Reed Street, Swale Street and College
Street (carpet only). One unit at Usk Street had a split pipe in the wall which caused damage to the
wall, carpet and floor.
Reception Area at 20 Thames Street
The refurbishment of the reception area at the Waitaki District Council office building (20 Thames
Street) has commenced and is going well. The flooring, lighting and reception counter have been
installed. Furniture, soft furnishings and greenery is still to be installed.

The interview room (furniture still to come)
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Protecting people, places and the environment
Dog Pound Upgrade
Construction work commenced on the upgrade of the Dog Pound in Chelmer Street on 5 June. The
exterior claddings have been completed and work has commenced on the internal linings. It is still
on track to be completed towards the end of September.

Dog Pound exterior
North Otago Museum
The refurbishment of the North Otago Museum is progressing well. Building work is planned to be
completed in September. All walls and ceilings have now been painted, and final fit out of
electrical, data, HVAC and security services is underway.

North Otago Museum interior
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Harbour Dredging
The second stage of dredging utilising the suction hopper dredge from Port of Otago was expected
to arrive on the 16 August, weather and tide permitting. It was expected to take ten working days
to complete the dredging. This follows the first stage which required the use of a 40 tonne longreach digger to excavate a big enough channel for the “New Era” dredge to be able to enter the
harbour.
Unfortunately, work was unable to be programmed before 30 August, which is when the dredging
was to be completed to prevent the spread of the marine algae Undaria Pinnatfida. The dredge will
now return in March 2020.
Breakwater
A variation to the resource consent has been submitted to the Otago Regional Council to request
public access be reinstated to the Breakwater.
Supporting economic development and growth
Enquiries
The team has been responding to various enquiries for leases and development in the Waitaki
area.
Prospects for a dairy skills training organisation to set up at Oamaru Airport by March 2020 are
looking positive. Council’s Property and Economic Development teams have assisted the training
organisation with respect to consenting processes, introductions to airport and local farmers,
building locations etc.
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We maintain the safest community we can
Forrester Gallery
The building work is progressing well. The exterior of the building has been repointed and
repainted to the lower portion. The rear addition has been demolished, and reinstatement of the
Oamaru Stone, which was compromised as a result of the building addition circa 1916, is currently
in the process of being repaired. This is the only scaffold that remains. The interior refurbishment is
ongoing, with most of the work now completed. The consent has now been issued for heating,
ventilation, and the air conditioning system (HVAC), and fire rating upgrades.

Forrester Gallery
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Rear of Forrester Gallery showing the building addition has been removed

Forrester Gallery new switchboard
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24 Thames Street (Gold Fox)
Maintenance to the exterior of 24 Thames Street has been completed. The exterior has been
painted in the Resene paint colour “Oamaru Stone”.

External maintenance work and trails underway at 24 Thames Street
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Recreation
Maintaining or improving service levels
Tracks and Trails
Alps to Ocean
Lincoln University has advised that it will be able to support research into the economic impact of
the Alps to Ocean and a contract and scope for this work is now being prepared.
A report requesting a funding variation for construction of the section of trail between Sailors
Cutting and Benmore Dam has been submitted by MBIE officers for consideration by the Minister.
The majority of repair work resulting from last year’s November storm damage has been
completed, with remaining work to be completed by the end of August. Once that has been done,
focus will shift to work on the trail between Aviemore Dam and Kurow, with the aim of completing
that by the end of November.
As part of refining the Partnership Programme, Tourism Waitaki will update brand guidance for
partners to support increased focus on monitoring and enforcement of the partnership programme
and Brand protection.
MBIE has approved an additional $635,000 to enable the Alps to Ocean to be extended along the
marginal strip from Sailors Cutting to Benmore Dam. This will provide a great experience and be a
feature of the cycle trail while removing the safety concerns about cycling over Otematata saddle.
Bike Parks
Both the clay and asphalt areas of the Bike Parks in Kurow and Palmerston are open and receiving
positive comments from the community.
Palmerston Walkway
A Sale and Purchase agreement for a ‘land swap’ that would enable a suitable walking track
connecting District Road and Ronaldsay Street has been signed and a Resource Consent
application submitted.

Parks
Mavis Shaw Reserve
The Kurow Duntroon Irrigation Company has finished installing its pipe through Mavis Shaw
Reserve, and officers are working with community representatives and our contractor on a
landscape plan for reinstatement.
Old Ground Cemetery Signs
Remembrance signs for the Oamaru Old Cemetery general ground have been installed. This is the
result of some fantastic work by Geoff Pye and volunteers at the Museum to research and drive
this.
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New Remembrance Signs
Cemetery Interments
A review of Cemetery interments showed increasing ash interment, with the majority of these being
into existing plots and decreasing burials. This is as expected and consistent with national trends.
Over the coming year, officers will be looking at the demand and options for providing ‘Natural
Burials’ in Waitaki.

Secondary Schools Mountain Bike Champs
Once again, Mountain Bike North Otago will be hosting the Aoraki secondary school’s mountain
bike champs on Cape Wanbrow in September. Due to clashes with other users last time, Mountain
Bike North Otago has requested a closure of Cape Wanbrow while the event takes place. Officers
have asked Mountain Bike North Otago to contact other known user groups to advise them of the
closure.
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Cape Wanbrow Pines
With successful plantings of natives and natural regeneration of some areas of Cape Wanbrow,
officers consider it necessary to remove some self-seeded and planted pine species. This is
expected as part of the original concept to revegetate Cape Wanbrow. Officers intend to identify
community groups that might be interested in selling Christmas trees as a fundraiser. Only areas
that are successfully regenerating will be considered.
BMX Carpark Layout
In conjunction with the BMX club, it is proposed that access to the BMX track carpark would be
better to come off Bushey Beach Road directly into the carpark rather than off Selwyn Street and
along the walking track as previously planned.

Protecting people, places and the environment
Council’s application to the Tourism Infrastructure Fund (TIF) for replacement toilets at Campbell’s
Bay and Moeraki was successful, with MBIE contributing $300,000 to these projects. Community
feedback on the locations of these facilities is presented in a separate agenda report to this
meeting.
Whitestone Contracting is expected to complete works to connect the existing toilet facilities to the
previously installed settlement/storage tanks at Sailors Cutting Campground by the end of August.
Council officers will monitor usage over the next camping season to determine whether removal of
waste offsite is a better option long-term, as an alternative to installing the new treatment/discharge
field.
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Whitestone Contracting was the successful tenderer for installation of the Palmerston Dump Station
at Mill Domain. Construction is expected to be completed by the end of October.
Recent tides have uncovered another historic tipping site along Awamoa Beach. Officers have
requested advice from the Otago Regional Council on requirements for this site.

Community Outcome Focus
‘We enable opportunities for new and existing businesses’
Canoe Polo Tournament
During 9-11 August, the Waitaki Aquatic Centre once again hosted the secondary schools’ Canoe
Polo tournament. 26 Teams (including from as far away as Nelson and Invercargill) competed.
The tournament last year attracted an estimated 780 visitors to Waitaki, contributing approximately
$150,000 to $200,000 to the Waitaki economy.
Ranfurly Shield
North Otago challenged Otago for the Ranfurly Shield on Friday 26 July. Event organisers reported
a crowd of 4,000 people at the game, including 2,500 visitors who came to Waitaki specifically for
it. Unfortunately, Otago took the shield home, but it was a great game to watch and an awesome
opportunity for local players to measure themselves against the professional players.
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Tenders recently let
This table shows tender let over the last few months and will be kept as a six-monthly rolling schedule.

692

Sailors
Cutting

Date
Contract
Let
5 June
2019

708

Palmerston
Dump Station

717

Oamaru
Water-mains
Renewals
2019-2023

Contract Name of
No.
Contract

Tenders
received

Awarded to

Range of
tenders
received
$78,824.95 Negotiated
scope with
lowest tender.

Tender value
(ex GST)

4

Whitestone
Contracting
Ltd

18 July
2019

1

Whitestone
Contracting
Ltd

$94,708.00 Only tender
received

19 June
2019

5

SouthRoads
Ltd

$2,488,172.68 $2,488,172.68
to
$4,002,155.89
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Engineers
Estimate

Start Date

Date of
Completion

$75,000.00 05/06/2019 30/08/2019

$90,000.00 18/07/2019 31/10/2019

$3,939,883.99 02/08/2019 30/06/2023
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27 AUGUST 2019

RESOLUTION TO EXCLUDE THE PUBLIC

RECOMMENDATION
That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting.
The general subject matter of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under section
48 of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:
General subject of each matter
to be considered

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to each
matter

Ground(s) under section 48 for
the passing of this resolution

7.1 – Sale of Endowment Land
PE

s7(2)(i) – the withholding of the
information is necessary to
enable Council to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations
(including commercial and
industrial negotiations)

s48(1)(a)(i) – the public conduct
of the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting would
be likely to result in the disclosure
of information for which good
reason for withholding would
exist under section 6 or section 7

7.2 – Request to Purchase
Leasehold Land PE

s7(2)(i) – the withholding of the
information is necessary to
enable Council to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations
(including commercial and
industrial negotiations)

s48(1)(a)(i) – the public conduct
of the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting would
be likely to result in the disclosure
of information for which good
reason for withholding would
exist under section 6 or section 7

7.3 – Improvements to Airport
Houses PE

s7(2)(a) – the withholding of the
information is necessary to
protect the privacy of natural
persons, including that of
deceased natural persons

s48(1)(a)(i) – the public conduct
of the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting would
be likely to result in the disclosure
of information for which good
reason for withholding would
exist under section 6 or section 7

s7(2)(b)(ii) – the withholding of
the information is necessary to
protect information where the
making available of the
information would be likely
unreasonably to prejudice the
commercial position of the person
who supplied or who is the
subject of the information
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PUBLIC EXCLUDED SECTION

8

RESOLUTION TO RETURN TO THE PUBLIC MEETING

27 AUGUST 2019

RECOMMENDATION
That the Assets Committee resumes in open meeting and decisions made in public excluded
session are confirmed and made public as and when required and considered.

9

RELEASE OF PUBLIC EXCLUDED INFORMATION

10

MEETING CLOSE
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